
EAB/10/19/3 

EDUCATION  AUTHORITY             
    

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS OF A BOARD MEETING HELD ON THURSDAY, 

26 SEPTEMBER 2019 AT 2.00 PM IN THE BOARD ROOM, ANTRIM    
 

1. PRESENT Ms S O'Connor (Chair) 
 

Rev A Adams  Sir Gerry Loughran 

Mr D Cargo Mr G Lundy 

Mrs P Carville  Mr N McCausland 

Mr J Craig  Dr A McMorran 

Mr G Doran Dr I McMorris 

Dr M Dynan Mr O McMullan 

Rev R Herron Mr K Mulvenna 

Mr E Jardine Miss R Rainey 

Mrs S Kelly Ms N Toman 
   

   

2. IN ATTENDANCE 
 

Ms S Long, Mrs C Duffield, Mr D Hanna, Dr C Mangan, Mrs K Scott, Mr S Wade, Mrs F Byrne, 

Ms C Deane, and Ms L McCall. 
 

Mrs C Jamison attended in her role as Board Room Apprentice. 
 

 

3. APOLOGIES 
 

Apologies had been received from Ms Á Andrews and Mrs M Culbert. 
 
 

4. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 

Members were reminded of the requirement to declare interests where appropriate during the 

course of the meeting. 
 

 

5. MINUTES OF BOARD MEETING HELD ON 15 AUGUST 2019  
 

The minutes* (EAB/6/19/3) of the meeting held on 15 August 2019 were approved on the 

proposal of Miss Rainey and seconded by Dr Dynan. 
 

Ms Toman left the meeting temporarily at 2.35 pm. 
 

 

6. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING  
 

6.1 DISCUSSION IN COMMITTEE (7.1)  
 

Ms Long advised that the Internal Audit report on the transport matter was in draft 

format.  She also provided a report on a staffing matter. 
 

Ms Toman re-entered the meeting at 2.37 pm. 
 

6.2 EA APPOINTMENTS TO THE GENERAL TEACHING COUNCIL FOR NORTHERN 

IRELAND (GTCNI) (8)  
 

On the proposal of Mr Cargo, seconded by Rev Adams, the Board agreed to appoint 

Ms Á Andrews and Mr J Unsworth to serve as EA’s representatives on the GTCNI Council 

for the next four year term of office, commencing 15 October 2019. 
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6.3 EXPULSION COMMITTEE (11)  
 

A Board Member workshop on EA’s processes to support the Scheme for the Expulsion of 

Pupils from Controlled Schools would be held in the near future. 
 

 

7. CHAIR’S BUSINESS  
 

7.1 SYMPATHY  
 

The Chair extended the Board’s sympathy to Ms Andrews and Mr Lundy following recent 

extended family bereavements. 
 

7.2 BOARD ROOM APPRENTICE  
 

The Chair welcomed Ms Jamison to her first meeting of the Board as Board Room 

Apprentice. 
 

7.3 BOARD MEMBER DEVELOPMENT  
 

Members had received refresher training on 23 September 2019 on the roles and 

responsibilities of the Board, managing key relationships, conflicts of interest, and other 

code of conduct issues.  Ms Long said the training had been very beneficial and had 

afforded in-depth discussion through the use of case studies. 
 

7.4 STAFFING MATTER - DISCUSSION IN COMMITTEE  
 

On the proposal of Dr McMorris, seconded by Mr Lundy, the Board agreed to discuss a 

staffing matter in committee. 
 

Mr D Hanna, Dr C Mangan, Mrs K Scott, Mr S Wade, Mrs F Byrne, Ms C Deane, and 

Mrs C Jamison withdrew from the meeting.  
 

Mrs Duffield provided a progress report on the recruitment process for the post of Director 

of Education. 
 

Mr D Hanna, Dr C Mangan, Mrs K Scott, Mr S Wade, Mrs F Byrne, Ms C Deane, and 

Mrs C Jamison re-entered the meeting.  
 

On the proposal of Rev Adams, seconded by Miss Rainey, the Board agreed to resume 

the meeting. 
 

While in committee, the Board had noted a report on arrangements and progress to date 

to recruit the Director of Education. 
 

7.5 COMMUNICATIONS - UPDATE 
 

Ms Long said that a letter had issued to schools at the start of the school term on 

upcoming events and actions which would be taken forward by EA in 2019/20.  Members 

requested a copy of the letter to schools.  Ms Long said it was intended that a letter would 

issue to schools at the beginning of each term and a copy of the letter would be provided 

to Members on each occasion.     
 

Ms Long said that the start of the school term had presented a small number of 

challenges in respect of operational activity and officers had sought to address matters as 

quickly as possible.  Attention was drawn in particular to media coverage which had been 

given to an area of business which had been discussed at length at the Children and 

Young People’s Services Committee.   
 

Ms Long said that the Corporate Leadership Team had held meetings with school leaders 

and members of staff in Omagh the previous day.  She said that the meeting involving 
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school leaders had been well attended and feedback had been direct.  The meeting 

involving staff had also been well received and feedback had been constructive.  
 

Ms Long reported that, as part of Good Relations week, EA had launched an inter-cultural 

book which had received positive coverage by the BBC.  In response to a Member’s 

query, Ms Long said that schools could access the book via the C2K website.  She 

undertook to ensure that Members would also have access to the book. 
 

A Member referred to an initiative called “TeenTech” which provided an opportunity for 

post primary pupils to show how to apply science and technology to world problems.  She 

said that a TeenTech event was to take place in Belfast for schools later in the year.  

Mrs Scott took the Member’s comments on board.   
 

The Board noted the summary paper* (EAB/9/19/5) on proactive communications and 

issues raised in the media in the previous month.    
 

Actions: Chief Executive’s letter to schools at the start of each school term to be 

forwarded to Members on each occasion; and Members to receive access to EA’s inter-

cultural book. 
 

7.6 BOARD MINUTES OF 27 JUNE 2019  
 

 On the proposal of Rev Adams, seconded by Mr Jardine, the Board agreed a minor 

amendment to the Board minutes of 27 June 2019.  This would make clear that DE’s 

current review of suspension and expulsion arrangements related to all schools. 
 

 

8. EXPULSION COMMITTEE - MINUTES OF MEETING HELD ON 3 SEPTEMBER 2019  
 

The Board noted the minutes* (EAB/9/19/6) of the meeting held on 3 September 2019. 
 

Members highlighted that the upcoming workshop for Board Members on the expulsions 

process should give focus to training requirements for principals and governors.  This included 

supporting schools in presenting correct and appropriate documentation to the Expulsion 

Committee, strategies to support schools where pupils were not expelled, strategies to identify 

and address issues at an early stage in order to avoid an expulsions process (to include a 

shift of focus from expulsion to alternative education provision).  The workshop would also 

give focus to supporting Members through any appeals process.  A Member highlighted that 

there was no equity of treatment for children and young people across all sectors in an 

expulsion process.   
 

A Member said that, in serving on a number of EA’s Expulsion Committees, he had been 

humbled by the work of teachers and pastoral care teams in schools to support pupils with 

behavioural difficulties.  A Member also paid tribute to the excellent work provided by staff 

in the Youth Service and alternative education provisions to help enrich the lives of young 

people. 
 

Issues raised by Members would be considered at the workshop  
 

 

9. FINANCE AND GENERAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE - MINUTES OF MEETING HELD 

ON 3 SEPTEMBER 2019   
 

The 2018/19 final outturn had been submitted to DE on 19 July 2019 reporting a total DE 

recurrent overspend of £15.012m.   
 

The Chair of the Committee reported that the schools’ delegated budget was £1,229,307m 

(including £291.342m for Voluntary Grammar and Grant Maintained Integrated schools) with a 
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block grant allocation of £643.193m.  As reported on 3 September 2019, he said EA was 

profiling an overall estimated funding gap of £135.537m (excluding Earmarked allocations and 

Youth), based on current and available assumptions, and an estimated block grant funding gap 

of £119.702m after estimated savings of £21.255m.  He highlighted that the degree of financial 

risk to EA’s financial position remained significant.  The most significant of EA’s pressures 

related to pay inflation (approximately £81m, of which £59m related to schools), price inflation 

pressures of approximately £13m, as well as demand pressures in areas such as special 

educational needs, transport, school meals, and the school development service.   
 

The Chair of the Committee said that, as at 3 September 2019, LMS officers had met or 

provided individual support to 965 schools (96% of schools) in the preparation of their financial 

plans.  EA was in receipt of 975 draft financial plans (98%) and 637 final plans (64%).  He said 

that in light of the final 2018/19 stock position (£9.042m), and the impact of the split of stock 

counts on schools in deficit or surplus positions, the estimated forecast funding to enable 

access to school surpluses had increased from £13m to £15.835m, and the forecast increasing 

school deficits position had reduced from £73.216m to £70.469m.   
 

The Chair of the Committee said that EA had completed an exercise on the discretionary and 

non discretionary nature of EA’s overall pressures for 2019/20.  Only £5.263m of EA’s total 

gross pressures of £149.372m related to discretionary pressures.  He reported that EA was 

engaging with DE to develop a five year financial recovery plan.   
 

The Chair of the Committee said that the Working Group on Schools’ Surpluses and Deficits 

had been reconstituted to consider whether current mechanisms for ensuring that schools 

operated within budget were sufficient to ensure effective financial management.  A report 

detailing the Working Group’s final recommendations would be presented to the Committee in 

March 2020. 
 

Attention was drawn to capital spend as at 31 July 2019.  Attention was also drawn to the 

consideration given to land and property transactions and the tender report.  The Chair of the 

Committee said that a paper had been provided on redundancy procedures and voluntary exit 

schemes for teaching staff, non teaching school based staff, and non teaching corporate staff. 
 

A Member queried if EA was able to enhance the value of a property before its disposal by 

obtaining planning permission.  Ms Long said that while this could be facilitated, EA took its 

advice from Land and Property Services on all matters relating to acquisition and disposal. 
  

On the proposal of Dr McMorris, seconded by Mrs Carville, the Board approved the 

minutes* (EAB/9/19/7) of the meeting held on 3 September 2019. 
 

 

10. CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE’S SERVICES COMMITTEE - MINUTES OF MEETING 

HELD ON 5 SEPTEMBER 2019   
 

The Chair of the Committee said that Members, at a workshop held prior to the Committee 

meeting, had given consideration to a proposed way forward in respect of the proposed new 

Funding Scheme for Regional and Voluntary Youth Organisations.  At the workshop, Members 

had been advised to forward any further feedback to the Assistant Director in order that their 

comments would inform the papers which would be presented to the Committee for 

consideration at its October meeting. 
 

The Chair of the Committee said that Members had discussed in committee recent media 

coverage relating to SEN related issues.  She provided an outline of the actions which had 

been agreed by the Committee.  These included an audit of practice to be undertaken around 

information governance, work on EA’s Customer Service Charter to be accelerated, information 
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for parents on the statementing journey to be reviewed, and a further report to be provided to 

the Committee on the Special Education Transformation Programme action plan. In addition, 

she said that consideration would be given by the Chief Executive to securing the advice of an 

independent adviser to assist with the transformation of special educational needs. 
  

The Board noted that statements of special educational needs had been approved by the 

Committee.  The Chair of the Committee drew attention to the summary report provided on 

tribunal cases relating to SEN and said that this report would become a standing item at future 

meetings of the Committee. 
 

Sir Gerry Loughran and Ms Toman left the meeting temporarily at 3.08 pm. 
 

On the proposal of Mrs Carville, seconded by Miss Rainey, the Board approved the 

minutes* (EAB/9/19/8) of the meeting held on 5 September 2019.  
 
 

11. MEMBERSHIP AND TEACHING APPOINTMENTS COMMITTEE - MINUTES OF MEETING 
HELD ON 5 SEPTEMBER 2019   

 

The Chair of the Committee provided an update on reconstitution of Boards of Governors.  

She drew attention to DE’s position not to appoint individuals to Boards of Governors at the 

current time.   
 

The Board noted the principal, vice principal and teacher appointments.  
 

The Board noted the minutes* (EAB/9/19/9) of the meeting held on 5 September 2019. 
 

Mr Craig left the meeting at 3.11 pm and re-entered at 3.12 pm. 
 

 

12. CHILD PROTECTION AND SAFEGUARDING COMMITTEE - MINUTES OF MEETING HELD 

ON 17 SEPTEMBER 2019   
 

The Chair of the Committee said that an update had been provided to the Committee on a 

recent meeting between DE and EA officials in respect of child protection matters relating to 

transport.  He said that the draft action plan relating to the Internal Audit of Child Protection 

arrangements in Operations and Estates which had been presented by EA officers to DE 

had been well received and the Committee had also commended the officers on those 

papers.  DE, however, had raised concerns around the emphasis given by EA to child 

protection in terms of the size of membership of the Committee and frequency of meetings.  

He requested Members to give consideration to serving on the Committee. 
 

The Chair of the Committee said that the action plan, which set out the implementation of 

recommendations from the Internal Audit review of child protection arrangements in the 

Operation and Estates Directorate, provided a good baseline document to share with the 

Audit and Risk Assurance Committee.  All issues in previous reports around safeguarding 

matters relating to transport were included in this action plan.  He said the Committee had 

agreed that officers would provide an annual update on risk assurance around the issues 

outlined in the action plan, and would identify aspects of the action plan which required regular 

consideration by the Committee.  In addition, the Committee had tasked officers to report on 

how EA-appointed project managers could ensure effective management of all persons entering 

or leaving work sites for reasons of safeguarding as well as health, safety and welfare. 
 

Sir Gerry Loughran re-entered the meeting at 3.15 pm. 
 

The Chair of the Committee said that the interim arrangements to provide child protection 

training to private transport operators by means of EA’s Child Protection Service had been 

approved.  He said that Members had noted and raised concerns that the interim 
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arrangements would not be sustainable for the Service in the long term.   
 

The Chair of the Committee referred to an evaluation report provided on the Child Protection 

Sexual Exploitation Preventative Programme.  The programme which sought to enhance 

preventative practice in schools was based on co-operation between schools, EA, PSNI and 

School Nursing. He said the Committee had supported the phased roll-out of the programme to 

year 10 pupils in post primary schools and that the pilot evaluation would be shared with the 

Safeguarding Board for NI and Community Planning partnerships. 
 

The Chair of the Committee said that, subject to a minor amendment, the Committee had 

agreed a draft response to the Department of Health’s consultation on Guidance on Information 

Sharing.  He also said that as part of the consideration given to Case Management Reviews, an 

issue had been raised by the Committee which related to the timing of receipt of a number of 

cases from the Safeguarding Board Northern Ireland. 
 

On the proposal of Mr Cargo, seconded by Mr Lundy, the Board approved the minutes* 

(EAB/9/19/10) of the meeting held on 17 September 2019. 
 

The Chair requested Members to indicate their interest in serving on the Child Protection 

and Safeguarding Committee.  She also pointed out that the Corporate Leadership Team 

was currently reviewing EA’s governance structure.   
 
 

13. SHARED EDUCATION COMMITTEE - MINUTES OF MEETING HELD ON 19 SEPTEMBER 

2019   
 

The Chair of the Committee said that the Committee had given consideration to the Shared 

Campus capital tracker report which provided high level information on the progress of 

shared campus capital projects.  She drew attention to PEACE IV funding secured by 

Causeway Coast and Glens Borough Council from the Special EU Programmes Body in 

support of enhancing sports facilities at Ballycastle Shared Education Campus and said 

that Members had expressed concern at the time-bound nature of the SEUPB funding.  

She said the Committee had received assurance that DE, as project lead, had indicated 

that it would decide alternative funding arrangements in the absence of Council funding. 
 

The Chair of the Committee said that, subject to some amendments, the Committee had 

agreed the terms of reference for the Shared Education Campus Project Champion Team.  

This team would provide an advocacy role to support the timely delivery of programmes 

with a named champion being identified for each of the shared campus projects.  
 

The Chair of the Committee said that an update had been provided on the Strule Shared 

Education Campus and advised that, as part of the consideration given to the shared 

education risk register, Members had discussed the ongoing suspension of the Strule main 

works contract.  She referred to positive developments within the DSC Shared Education 

Signature Project and work taking place to mainstream shared education. She reported that 

Members had highlighted the positive role of EA officers in working with the various 

partners.   She also provided an update on the CASE PEACE IV project and referred to the 

discrete work being undertaken by Queen’s University Belfast and SEUPB to evaluate the 

project. 
 

Ms Toman re-entered the meeting at 3.26 pm. 
 

A Member said that EA should seek to further promote shared education by highlighting 

success stories in the media.  This was agreed. 
 

A Member referred to the risks associated with the suspension of the main works contract 
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at Strule and said that EA should again be writing to the Permanent Secretary.   He sought 

an update on when the Strule Benefits Realisation report would be approved by DE.  

Ms Long said that DE had undertaken extensive work on the Benefits Realisation exercise 

and EA had not been involved in this work.  
 

Mr Jardine left the meeting at 3.30 pm. 
 

The Chair of the Committee said that the Permanent Secretary had responded to the 

Board’s previous communication on the delays at the Strule campus and had set out the 

work being undertaken by DE to take forward an Addendum to the Outline Business Case 

and a review of procurement options for the main works. She said that all other work in 

respect of the programme, including construction and non-construction projects, was 

continuing uninterrupted.   
 

Members expressed disappointment at the lack of progress to address the issues 

concerning the ongoing suspension of the main works contract. 
 

The Chair of the Committee said that the minutes should reflect the interest declared by 

Mr McMullan during the meeting.  Subject to this amendment to the minutes, the Board 

approved the minutes* (EAB/9/19/11) of the meeting held on 19 September 2019 on the 

proposal of Rev Adams and seconded by Mr Craig. 

 
 

14. EDUCATION COMMITTEE - MINUTES OF MEETING HELD ON 19 SEPTEMBER 2019   
 

The Chair of the Committee said that consideration had been given to the major capital works 

tracker report, earmarked initiatives, an overview of pupils’ GCSE and GCE results as set out in 

the CCEA press releases, guidance on work experience arrangements, and guidance on a 

model school complaints procedure.  He referred to recommendations in respect of 

Development Proposals and the commencement of the strategic review of the Education 

Library Service.  He also drew attention to the consideration given to the guidance for schools, 

EOTAS centres and the Youth Service on supporting transgender pupils. 
 

A Member read from a personal statement in respect of the guidance on supporting 

transgender pupils in schools, EOTAS centres and the Youth Service.  He sought and received 

permission that his personal statement would be read into the minutes.   
 

Mr McCausland’s personal statement is given below: 
 

“We are all aware that there are divergent views on the nature of transgenderism and 
concerns have been articulated by radical feminists, social conservatives and many 
academics as well as many who come from a faith-based perspective. 
 

However the development of this guidance has failed to take due cognisance of that 
diversity of viewpoints and is therefore flawed. 
 

The Equality Counts newsletter (June 2019) carried a quarter page report on 
‘Transgender Guidance’ and stated that: ‘The Equality Unit is developing transgender 
guidance for schools and youth services.  The guidance … will include a range of 
practical issues such as bullying; PE and sports; name changes; uniforms and toilets 
and changing.’ 
 

However the guidance document covers much more than that and includes a theoretical 
examination of transgenderism, of which the practical issues are an outworking.  This 
has been written from a transgender affirming perspective and has not reflected other 
perspectives other than in a cursory and minimalist way.  In effect it is dismissive of such 
views. 
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The report also said: ‘This work has been informed by the Transgender Guidance 
Steering Group as well as extensive consultation with our key stakeholders including 
young people, schools, parents and faith-based organisations.’ 
 

As regards faith-based organisations they were not represented on the TGSG, which 
was at the heart of the process.  Several groups did meet with officers in the Equality 
Unit but they were excluded from the core process, were not consulted on the final 
document and indeed have never seen it.   
 

Moreover Members of this Board have never had the opportunity to hear input from faith-
based organisations.  The Inequalities Working Group received presentations from 
transgender organisations and from one principal from an LGBT affirming school but we 
did not hear from faith-based organisations.  
 

All of this runs contrary to our Section 75 equality obligations in regard to religious 
opinion.  It can also be argued that it conflicts with our obligations as regards political 
opinion, since the latter covers much more than unionism and nationalism, and can 
include social conservatism. 
 

This was a flawed process and the report in our Equality Counts newsletter may damage 
our relation with these faith-based groups in that they may well feel that they have been 
misrepresented. 
 

The Transgender Guidance document is a substantial document which is being issued 
without public consultation on its contents.  The fact that this is ‘guidance’ and that it is 
‘non-statutory’ does not remove nor does it reduce the requirement for public 
consultation, as set out in paragraph 3.1 of our Equality Scheme. 
 

Much has been written about good practice and legal precedent in regard to the 
development of policies and that term is understood to include guidance, moreover much 
has been written about the requirement for consultation, both nationally and locally. 
 

Indeed at the June meeting of the Joint Consultative Forum there was a presentation by 
an Education Authority officer on a Consultation Framework and the need for it to align 
with EA values of openness, respect, reflection, responsibility, excellence and equality.  
Reference was also made to the Consultation Charter produced by the Consultation 
Institute. 
 

The development process for Transgender Guidance contravenes that good practice 
and will leave the Education Authority open to judicial review.  A public consultation 
would help to avoid that possibility.” 

 

The Chair said that the Member had put on record his opposition to issues of transgender in the 

public domain.  While the Member was entitled to a personal view, in her opinion there was a 

perceived conflict of interest for the Member on this matter. She said the matter had received 

extensive debate amongst Members over the course of a number of meetings and she 

considered that the Member was frustrating business. She wished to proceed to consider the 

adoption of the minutes of the Education Committee.   It was open to any Member to register 

his or her dissent in minutes with regard to any course of action which was taken corporately.   
 

The Member recorded that he was entitled to hold a personal view and he did not have a 

conflict of interest in the matter.  He recorded his concern that the Chair of a public body would 

seek to silence a Member.  He said he considered that the issue of consultation had not been 

addressed.  He considered that the guidance should not issue to schools as a publicly stated 

position until a consultation process had been completed. 
 

A Member expressed deep concern that a continued delay to provide guidance to schools on 

this matter would impact on the achievements and well-being of vulnerable children and young 

people.   
 

A Member expressed concern around the use of language read out in the Member’s personal 
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statement.  He said that the guidance had been developed to provide pastoral support to 

schools at the request of schools. 
 

It was proposed by Rev Herron and seconded by Mr Doran to adopt the minutes. 
 

It was proposed by Mr McCausland and seconded by Mr Craig to adopt the minutes subject to 

an amendment where the guidance on supporting transgender pupils would not issue to 

schools as a publicly stated position until a public consultation process had been completed.   
 

The Chair called for a vote on the amendment to the proposal.  Members voted as follows:  
 

In favour: 2  Against: 10  Abstentions 6 
 

The Chair declared the amendment to the proposal fallen.   
 

The minutes* (EAB/9/19/12) of the meeting held on 19 September 2019 were approved. 
 

A Member received confirmation that guidance for schools around unreasonable complaints 

and issues relating to social media would be presented to the Committee in the coming months. 
 

A Member queried if a report could be presented to the Committee on factors that supported 

exceptional outcomes in schools.   Another Member sought information on the number of 

students who left school after AS Level and the factors for this fall away.  A Member said that 

current measurement of pupil performance was flawed as it did not take into account the added 

value provided by schools.  Mrs Scott undertook to provide information in these areas in due 

course.   
 

Action: Information to be provided to the Committee on the educational issues raised by 

Members. 
 

 

15. ANY OTHER NOTIFIED BUSINESS  
 

CONCUSSION AWARENESS CAMPAIGN  
 

A Member said that DE and the former Department of Culture, Arts and Leisure had launched 

the ‘Recognise and Remove: Concussion Awareness Campaign’ in April 2014.  As part of the 

campaign, DE had provided all schools and youth organisations with copies of a ‘Recognise 

and Remove’ leaflet.  Since then, an online version of the guidance and concussion lesson 

plans had been made available and DE had issued an annual reminder to schools and youth 

organisations to reinforce the message.  The Member said that DE had written to EA in October 

2018 to state that concussion awareness should now be embedded as part of the normal 

operation of schools and youth organisations.  EA had been asked to ensure that its online 

concussion information for schools was updated in line with any new developments and to 

issue an annual reminder to schools.   
 

The Member said he was not aware that any recent update or reminder had issued to schools 

and he requested that this matter be placed on the agenda of a relevant Committee for 

consideration.  This was agreed. 
 

Action: Concussion Awareness Campaign to be placed on the agenda of a relevant Committee 

for consideration. 

 

16. DATE OF NEXT MEETING  
 

The next meeting of the Board would be held on 24 October 2019.  
 

 

The meeting ended at 4.10 pm. 
 

      
Chair Chief Executive Date       *Paper issued with agenda   **Paper tabled 


